
Variants

UOM:

m2

Description
The ALPIlignum veneer is a multilaminated and sustainable real wood veneer according to the standard It is a composite veneer from the Italian company ALPI, which

thus set new standards in the world of veneers. Thanks to the special manufacturing process, a consistent texture, colour and quality can be guaranteed for years under

the defined article number. The base woods used, poplar, ayous and lime, come from responsibly managed forests or Italian tree farms (plantations) and are mostly FSC-
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certified. The grown wood is freed from natural growths, knots and colour defects in various processing steps and assembled into a new solid wood block from which the

ALPI veneers are sliced.

By adjusting the colour or the texture-giving press mould and through a multiple production run, the veneer can be changed so decisively that an almost limitless variety

of designs is created.

ALPILIGNUM - The advantages

Real wood

A real wood veneer is more highly valued by the consumer than a wood imitation made of paper or foil.

Consistent texture, colour and quality

Once an item has been defined, it is always produced in the same way. Even after years, you will always receive the same veneer under the defined item number. Veneers

with different textures but the same colour are perfectly matched.

Waste reduction

The standard widths of about 64-65 cm, for example, cover the entire carcase width of a wardrobe; here you only incur costs for clipping multiple lengths or widths. For

panels and composite elements in half format, only 2-3 sheets or joints per side are required.

Infinite availability

Even for rare wood species such as macassar, rosewood, zebrano or root masers, we guarantee your supply entirely according to demand.

WYSIWYG – What you see is what you get

You will receive exactly the surface that you have sampled or seen and selected in the showroom. We guarantee consistency in supplementary or extension purchases.

Cost savings in surface finishing

The cost-intensive changeover of the coating line when changing the surface is no longer necessary, as you can continue to use the same coating system.

Specifications
Category Veneers

Product group ALPI veneers

Thicknesses 0.55 mm

Weight kg/m2 0.250

Specie Obeche

Botanical name Fineline

Wood type Hardwood

Main occurrence Africa

Wood origin Africa

Manufacturing/origin Italy

Certification not certified

Colour dark brown

Hue dark

Use furniture | interior | doors | wall | ceiling

Customs tariff number 44083900

Packaging 1 sehet, loose

Items on stock yes

Date of delivery approx. 2 - 3 working days



Postal shipping Ja

Documents
Preisliste Furniere gültig ab 01.10.2022

Prospekt Furniere & Massivholz

Produktblatt Furnier-Imager

Produktblatt mtextur

Holzdeklaration

https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000350/pl_atlasholz_01-Furniere_P_web.pdf
https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000003/ATL_prospekt_furniere_massivholz_web.pdf
https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000025/ATL_produktblatt_furnier-imager_web.pdf
https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000031/ATL_produktblatt_mtextur_web.pdf
https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000240/Holzdeklaration_v2017_de.pdf
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